Installation Instructions for

**Glass Shelf With Bracket, 6 or 10mm**

Using the pre-drilled holes in the bracket, line up and drill holes in the wall where you would like the bracket to be.

**NOTE: Use a No. 5 size drill-piece**

Once you have drilled ALL holes, place the plastic raw plug into the hole, and screw in all screws tightly.

Once the bracket is installed, place the glass into the front of the bracket and by hand, push it in as far as you can.

If you can’t manage to push the glass completely in, get some wood and a hammer or mallet. Place the wood at the front of the glass and tap it with the hammer or tap directly with the mallet.

Now tighten the bolts on the bottom of the bracket to secure the shelf.

This system is designed to be used with **Toughened Glass ONLY!**